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Abstract
Development graphs are a tool for dealing with structured specifications in a formal program
development in order to ease the management of change and reusing proofs. In this work, we extend
development graphs with hiding (e.g. hidden operations). Hiding is a particularly difficult to realize
operation, since it does not admit such a good decomposition of the involved specifications as other
structuring operations do. We develop both a semantics and proof rules for development graphs with
hiding. The rules are proven to be sound, and also complete relative to an oracle for conservative
extensions. We also show that an absolutely complete set of rules cannot exist.
The whole framework is developed in a way independent of the underlying logical system (and
thus also does not prescribe the nature of the parts of a specification that may be hidden). We also
show how various other logic independent specification formalisms can be mapped into development
graphs; thus, development graphs can serve as a kernel formalism for management of proofs and of
change.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
It has long been recognized that specifications in the large are only manageable if
they are built in a structured way. Specification languages, like CASL [19], provide vari-
ous mechanisms to combine basic specifications to structured specifications. Analogously,
verification tools have to provide appropriate mechanisms to structure the corresponding
logical axiomatizations. In practice, a formal program development is an evolutionary
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process [12]. Specification and verification are mutually intertwined. Failed proofs give rise
to changes of the specification which in turn will render previously found proofs invalid. For
practical purposes it is indispensable to restrict the effects of such changes to a minimum in
order to preserve as much proof effort as possible after a change of the specification.
Various structuring operations have been proposed (e.g. [7,21,22]) in order to modu-
larize specifications and proof systems have been described to deal with them (e.g. [6,
11]). Traditionally, the main motivations for modularization have been the sharing of sub-
specifications within one specification, the reuse of specifications, and the structuring of
proof obligations as well as applicable lemmas. However, the structure of specifications
can also be exploited when the effects of changes are analyzed.
In [3], development graphs have been introduced as a tool for dealing with structured
specifications in a way easing management of change and reusing proofs. Also, a transla-
tion of structured specifications in CASL, an international standard for algebraic specifica-
tion languages, to development graphs has been set up. However, this translation does not
cover the case of hiding yet. In this work, we extend development graphs in a way that
allows also to deal with hiding. Compared with other structuring operations like union,
renaming and parameterization, hiding is a particularly difficult to realize operation. This
is because hiding does not admit such a good decomposition of the involved specifications
as other structuring operations do.
This work is an extended version of [17]. After presenting a motivating example in
Section 2, we recall notions for the abstract formalizations of logics and proof systems in
Section 3. Section 4 introduces the main concept of the paper, development graphs with
hiding. Proof rules are given in Section 5, illustrated with an example in Section 6 and
shown to be sound and relatively complete in Section 7. Section 8 considers translations
from various other specification formalisms to development graphs. Section 9 contains
conclusions and discusses related work.
2. Motivation
As a running example consider the following example of specifying and refining a
sorting function sorter.
Given some specification of total orders and lists, an abstract specification of this sorting
function may be denoted in CASL syntax as follows:
spec SORTING [TOTALORDER] =
{
LIST [sort Elem]
then
preds is_ordered : List[Elem];
permutation : List[Elem] × List[Elem];
forall x, y : Elem;
L, L1, L2 : List[Elem]
• is_ordered([])
• is_ordered([x])
• is_ordered(x :: (y :: L)) ⇔ x ≤ y ∧ is_ordered(y :: L)
• permutation(L1, L2) ⇔ (∀ x : Elem • x ∈ L1 ⇔ x ∈ L2)
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then
op sorter : List[Elem] → List[Elem];
forall L : List[Elem]
• is_ordered(sorter(L))
• permutation(L, sorter(L))
}
hide is_ordered, permutation
end
is_ordered and permutation are auxiliary predicates to specify sorter, and are hidden to
the outside. A model of this specification is just an interpretation of the sorter function
(together with a model of the imported specifications of total orders and lists) that can be
extended to a model of the whole specification (including is_ordered and permutation).
During a development, we may refine SORTING into a design specification describing
a particular sorting algorithm. For simplicity, we choose a sorting algorithm which re-
cursively inserts the head element in the sorted tail list. In CASL we obtain the following
specification:
spec INSERTSORT [TOTALORDER] =
{
LIST [sort Elem]
then
ops insert : Elem × List[Elem] → List[Elem];
sorter : List[Elem] → List[Elem];
forall x, y : Elem;
L : List[Elem]
• insert(x, []) = [x]
• insert(x, y :: L) =
x :: insert(y, L) when x ≤ y else y :: insert(x, L)
• sorter([]) = []
• sorter(x :: L) = insert(x, sorter(L))
}
hide insert
end
Now the interesting question arises whether INSERTSORT is actually a refinement of SORT-
ING; i.e. whether each INSERTSORT-model is also a SORTING-model.
3. Preliminaries: institutions and logics
When studying development graphs with hiding, we want to focus on the structuring
and want to abstract from the details of the underlying logical system. Therefore, we
recall the abstract notion of logic from Meseguer [13]. Logics consist of model theory and
proof theory. Model theory is captured by the notion of institution, providing an abstract
framework for talking about signatures, models, sentences and satisfaction. Proof theory is
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captured by the notion of entailment system, providing an abstract framework for talking
about signatures, sentences and entailment.
Let CAT be the category of categories and functors,1 and Set the category of sets and
functions.
Definition 1. An institution [10] I = (Sign, Sen, Mod, |=) consists of
• a category Sign of signatures,
• a functor Sen: Sign−→Set giving the set of sentences Sen() over each signature
, and for each signature morphism σ : −→′, the sentence translation function
Sen(σ ): Sen()−→Sen(′), where often Sen(σ )(ϕ) is written as σ(ϕ),
• a functor Mod: Signop −→CAT giving the category of models over a given signature,
and for each signature morphism σ : −→′, the reduct functor Mod(σ ): Mod(′)−→
Mod(), where often Mod(σ )(M ′) is written as M ′|σ ,
• a satisfaction relation |= ⊆ |Mod()| × Sen() for each  ∈ |Sign|,2
such that for each σ : −→′ in Sign, M ′ |=′ σ(ϕ) ⇔ M ′|σ |= ϕ holds for each
M ′ ∈ Mod(′) and ϕ ∈ Sen() (satisfaction condition).
Within an arbitrary but fixed institution, we can easily define the usual notion of logical
consequence or semantical entailment. Given a set of -sentences  and a -sentence ϕ,
we say that ϕ follows from , written  |= ϕ, iff for all -models M , we have M |= 
implies M |= ϕ. (Here, M |=  means that M |= ψ for each ψ ∈ .)
A theory (, ) in an institution consists of a signature  together with a set of sen-
tences  ⊆ Sen().3 The model category Mod(, ) of a theory is the full subcategory
of Mod() consisting of those models satisfying all of .
Definition 2. An entailment system E = (Sign, Sen,) consists of a category Sign of
signatures, a functor Sen: Sign−→Set giving the set of sentences over a given signature,
and for each  ∈ |Sign|, an entailment relation ⊆ |Sen()| × Sen() such that the
following properties are satisfied:
(1) reflexivity: for any ϕ ∈ Sen(), {ϕ}  ϕ,
(2) monotonicity: if   ϕ and ′ ⊇  then ′  ϕ,
(3) transitivity: if   ϕi , for i ∈ I , and  ∪ {ϕi | i ∈ I }  ψ , then   ψ ,
(4) -translation: if   ϕ, then for any σ : −→′ in Sign, σ() ′ σ(ϕ).
Definition 3. A logic is a 5-tupleLOG = (Sign, Sen, Mod,, |=) such that:
(1) (Sign, Sen,) is an entailment system (denoted by ent(LOG)),
(2) (Sign, Sen, Mod, |=) is an institution (denoted by inst(LOG)), and
(3) the following soundness condition is satisfied: for any  ∈ |Sign|,  ⊆ Sen() and
ϕ ∈ Sen(),
  ϕ implies  |= ϕ.
A logic is complete if, in addition,  |= ϕ implies   ϕ.
1 Strictly speaking, CAT is not a category but only a so-called quasicategory, which is a category that lives in
a higher set-theoretic universe.
2 |C| is the class of objects of a category C.
3 Note that the theories introduced here are presentations of theories. We follow here the terminology of
Meseguer’s general logics [13] instead of Goguen and Burstall’s original definition [10]. In what follows, when
we talk about a theory (, ) we shall mean a theory presentation.
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Throughout the rest of the paper, we will work with an arbitrary but fixed logicLOG =
(Sign, Sen, Mod,, |=) such that Sign has finite colimits, and LOG admits finite weak
amalgamation, i.e. Mod maps finite colimits to weak limits. A weak limit is similar to a
limit; the difference being that only one half of the universal property is imposed, namely
the existence of a mediating morphism, but not its uniqueness. In order to see what this
means, we need some further notion:
Given a diagram D: I −→Sign, let us call a family of models (mi)i∈|I | consistent with
D, if for each i ∈ |I |, mi ∈ Mod(D(i)), and for each l: i−→j ∈ I , mj |D(l) = mi .
The finite weak amalgamation property can now be reformulated as follows: LOG
admits finite weak amalgamation iff for each finite diagram D: I −→Sign and each fam-
ily of models (mi)i∈|I | consistent with D, there exists a model m ∈ Mod(Colim D) with
m|μi = mi , where μi : D(i)−→Mod(Colim D) are the colimit injections.
For pushouts, this boils down to the following: given a pushout diagram in Sign
a 1-model M1 and a 2-model M2 with M1|σ1 = M2|σ2 , there exists some ′-model M ′
with M ′|θ2 = M1 and M ′|θ1 = M2.
There are plenty of logics satisfying the above requirements, e.g. many-sorted equa-
tional logic, many-sorted first-order logic, various temporal and object-oriented logics etc.
The logic underlying CASL, subsorted partial first-order logic with sort generation con-
straints, does not admit weak amalgamation. However, the CASL logic can be embedded
into a logic with a richer signature category and a model functor admitting (weak) amal-
gamation [23]. Hence, the results of this paper also are applicable for CASL, if colimits
are taken in the richer signature category.
4. Development graphs with hiding
A development graph, as introduced in [3], represents the actual state of a formal pro-
gram development. It is used to encode the structured specifications in various phases of
the development. Roughly speaking, each node of the graph represents a theory like for
instance the CASL-specifications LIST, SORTING or INSERTSORT. The links of the graph
define how theories can make use of other theories.
Leaves in the graph correspond to basic specifications, which do not make use of other
theories (e.g. TOTAL_ORDER). Inner nodes correspond to structured specifications which
define theories using other theories (e.g. SORTING using TOTAL_ORDER). The corres-
ponding links in the graph are called definition links. Arising proof obligations are at-
tached as so-called theorem links to this graph. We here add a new type of definition links
corresponding to hiding.
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Fig. 1. Development graph for the sorting example.
Definition 4. A development graph is an acyclic, directed graphS = 〈N,L〉.
N is a set of nodes. Each node N ∈N is a tuple (N, N) such that N is a signature
and N ⊆ Sen(N) is the set of local axioms of N .
L is a set of directed links, so-called definition links, between elements ofN. Global
definition links import the whole subgraph below a node, while local definition links import
only its local axioms. Hiding definition links are like global definition links, with the
possibility to hide some symbols of the signature. Formally, each definition link from a
node M to a node N is either
• global (denoted M σ N), annotated with a signature morphism σ : M → N , or
• local (denoted M σ N), again annotated with a signature morphism σ : M →N , or
• hiding (denoted M σ
h
N annotated with a signature morphism σ : N → M going
against the direction of the link.
To simplify matters, we write M σ N ∈S instead of M σ N ∈L when L are
the links ofS.
Since development graphs are acyclic, we can use induction principles in definitions
and proofs concerning development graphs.
In Fig. 1 we present the development graph for the running example: The left part of the
graph represents the structured specification SORTING, and the the right part the structured
specification INSERTSORT.
The next definition captures the existence of a path of local and global definition links
between two nodes. Notice that such a path must not contain any hiding links.
Definition 5. LetS be a development graph. The notion of global reachability is defined
inductively: A node N is globally reachable from a node M via a signature morphism σ ,
M σ N for short, iff
• either M = N and σ = id , or
• M σ ′ K ∈S, and K σ ′′ N , with σ = σ ′′ ◦ σ ′.
A node N is locally reachable from a node M via a signature morphism σ , M σ N
for short, iff M σ N or there is a node K with M σ ′ K ∈S and K σ ′′ N , such that
σ = σ ′′ ◦ σ ′.
Obviously global reachability implies local reachability.
Definition 6. LetS = 〈N,L〉 be a development graph. A node N ∈N is flattenable iff
for all nodes M ∈N with incoming hiding definition links, it holds that N is not globally
reachable from M .
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The models of flattenable nodes do not depend on existing hiding links. All the local
axioms of ingoing links (while ignoring hiding links) are collected by the theory of a node:
Definition 7. LetS = 〈N,L〉 be a development graph. For N ∈N, the theory ThS(N)
of N is defined by
N ∪
⋃
K
σ
N
σ(K)
For flattenable nodes N , ThS(N) captures N completely. However, this is not the case
for nodes that are not flattenable. Therefore, we cannot define a theory semantics of de-
velopment graphs as in [3]. Rather, we have to use a model-theoretic semantics, which is
compatible with the theory semantics (see Proposition 10).
Definition 8. Given a node N ∈N, its associated class ModS(N) of models (or N-
models for short) consists of those N -models n for which
• n satisfies the local axioms N ,
• for each K σ N ∈S, n|σ is a K-model,
• for each K σ N ∈S, n|σ satisfies the local axioms K , and
• for each K σ
h
N ∈S, n has a σ -expansion k (i.e. k|σ = n) that is a K-model.
This definition of model classes nicely interacts with reachability:
Proposition 9
(1) If M σ N and n ∈ Mod(N), then n|σ ∈ Mod(M).
(2) If M σ N and n ∈ Mod(N), then n|σ |= M.
Proof
1. Easy induction over the definition of global reachability.
2. By 1 and Definition 8. 
Proposition 10
(1) Mod(N) ⊆ Mod(ThS(N)).
(2) If N is flattenable, then Mod(N) = Mod(ThS(N)).
Proof. 1. Let n ∈ Mod(N). By Proposition 9(2), for each M σ N , n|σ |= M , hence
n |= σ(M) by the satisfaction condition. Moreover, by Definition 8, n |= N . Hence,
n ∈ Mod(ThS(N)).
2. By 1, it suffices to prove the “⊇” direction. Let n be an ThS(N)-model. Let len(p) be
the length of a path p witnessing M τ N . Let maxp the maximal such length inS (for
the given N). We show that for any M τ N , n|τ is an M-model. We proceed by induction
over maxp − len(p) with p witnessing M τ N . Since N is flattenable, we only have to
show clauses 1–3 of Definition 8:
(1) Since global implies local reachability, M τ N , and τ(M) ⊆ ThS(N); hence
n |= τ(M). By the satisfaction condition for institutions, n|τ |= M .
(2) Let K θ M , hence K τ◦θ N . By the induction hypothesis, n|τ◦θ = n|τ |θ is a K-
model.
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(3) Let K θ M , hence K τ◦θ N . With a similar argument as for 1, we get n|τ◦θ =
n|τ |θ |= K .
This completes the induction. Since N id N , n is an N-model. 
Definition 11. S1 = 〈N1,L1〉 is a subgraph of S2 = 〈N2,L2〉 if N1 ⊆N2 and
L1 ⊆L2. It is a faithful subgraph, if all links inL2 \L1 have target nodes inN2 \N1.
Also, in this caseS2 is called a faithful supergraph ofS1.
Model classes do not change when passing to faithful supergraphs:
Proposition 12. IfS1 is a faithful subgraph ofS2 and N a node inS1, then
ModS1(N) = ModS2(N).
Proof. The notion of N-model only depends on the local axioms of N and definition links
going into N . Both do not change when passing to a faithful supergraph. 
Complementary to definition links, which define the theories of related nodes, we intro-
duce the notion of a theorem link with the help of which we are able to postulate relations
between different theories. Theorem links are the central data structure to represent proof
obligations arising in formal developments. Again we distinguish between local and global
theorem links (denoted by N σ M and N σ M respectively). Moreover, we introduce
local implications of form N ⇒ , where  is a set of N -sentences. N ⇒ {ϕ} also
is written N ⇒ ϕ. Finally, we also need theorem links N σ
θ h
M (where for some ,
θ : −→N and σ : −→M ) involving hiding.
The semantics of theorem links is given by the next definition.
Definition 13. LetS be a development graph and N , M nodes inS.
S satisfies a global theorem link N σ M (denoted S |= N σ M) iff for all m ∈
ModS(M), m|σ ∈ ModS(N).
S satisfies a local theorem link N σ M (denoted S |= N σ M) iff for all m ∈
ModS(M), m|σ |= N .
S satisfies a local implication N ⇒ , writtenS |= N ⇒ , if for all n ∈ ModS(N),
n |= .
S satisfies a hiding theorem link N σ
θ h
M (denotedS |= N σ
θ h
M) iff for all m ∈
ModS(M), m|σ has a θ-expansion to some N-model.
E.g. consider the development graph of the running example (cf. Fig. 1): The theorem
link from SORTING to INSERTSORT expresses the postulation that the latter is a refine-
ment of the former. Furthermore, common proof obligations in a formal development can
be encoded into properties that specific global theorem links are implied by the actual
development graph.
A global definition link M σ N in a development graph is a conservative extension,
if every M-model can be expanded along σ to an N-model. We will allow to annotate a
global definition link as M σc N , which shall express that it is a conservative extension.
These annotations can be seen as another kind of proof obligations.
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5. Rules for development graphs with hiding
The rules for theorem proving in development graphs given in [3] allow to decompose a
global theorem link into local theorem links. Unfortunately, it is not possible to decompose
global theorem links starting from nodes with hiding definition links going (directly or
indirectly) into them. This is because hiding is some kind of existential quantification, and
in general it is not possible to decompose an existential quantification of a conjunction into
existential quantifications of the conjuncts.
We therefore have to extend the set of rules from [3] to deal with hiding. We have two
kinds of rules:
(1) Rules for hiding and conservative extension. These rules are suited to push theorem
links along the hidings inside the development graph, such that they eventually can
be decomposed into local theorem links.
(2) Decomposition rules from [3]. They allow to split global theorem links into local and
hiding theorem links.
5.1. Rules for hiding and conservative extension
We now come to the rules for hiding and conservative extension. We introduce two rules
to shift theorem links over hiding, one dealing with hiding links on the left hand side of a
theorem link, and the other one with hiding links on the right hand side of a theorem link.
Since the first rule is quite powerful, we need some preliminary notions. Given a node N
in a development graphS = 〈N,L〉, the idea is that we unfold the subgraph below N into
a tree and form a diagram with this tree. More formally, define the diagram D: I −→Sign
associated with N together with a map G: |I |−→N inductively as follows:
• 〈N〉 is an object in I , with D(〈N〉) = N . Let G(〈N〉) be just N .
• If i = 〈M l1−→ · · · ln−→ N〉 is an object in I with l1, . . . , ln non-local links in L, and
l = K σ M is a (global or local) definition link inL, then
j = 〈K l−→ M l1−→ · · · ln−→ N〉
is an object in I with D(j) = K , and l is a morphism from j to i in I with D(l) = σ .
We set G(j) = K .
• If i = 〈M l1−→ · · · ln−→ N〉 is an object in I with l1, . . . , ln non-local links in L, and
l = K σ
h
M is a hiding link inL, then
j = 〈K l−→ M l1−→ · · · ln−→ N〉
is an object in I with D(j) = K , and l is a morphism from i to j in I with D(l) = σ .
We set G(j) = K .
This means that the graph is just unfolded to the diagram. The unfolding is necessary to
achieve that in the diagram there is a distinction between instances of the same node that
are imported via different paths into another node.
Theorem-Hide-Shift. This rule (cf. Fig. 2) is used if a hiding link occurs on the right-
hand side of a theorem link. For this rule D: I −→Sign is the diagram associated with N ,
μi : D(i)−→Colim D are the colimit injections (i ∈ |I |), C is a new isolated node with
signature Colim D, and with ingoing local definition links G(i) μi C for i ∈ |I |. Here,
an isolated node is one with no local axioms and no ingoing definition links other than
those shown in the rule.
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Fig. 2. Rule Theorem-Hide-Shift.
We now illustrate why the unfolding of the subgraph under N in the rule Theorem-Hide-
Shift is needed. Consider the development graph defining groups with the help of groups
with inverse (by hiding the inverse) and then defining fields using groups twice: both for
the additive and the multiplicative group.
If we would take the colimit of this graph, we would identify the additive with the
multiplicative group in Field.
This is not what we want. The unfolding of the rule Theorem-Hide-Shift now doubles
the signature of groups and groups with inverse, leading to a signature Colim D containing
the additive and the multiplicative group, and an additive and a multiplicative inverse. The
graph for the premise of the rule is then
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Fig. 3. Rule Hide-Theorem-Shift.
Fig. 4. Rule Cons-shift.
In the node C, one can reason about both inverses in parallel, while the theory of
groups with inverse is not doubled (as it would be the case with approaches that flatten
specifications).
Hide-Theorem-Shift. This rule (cf. Fig. 3) replaces hiding theorem links by normal the-
orem links. This is only possible if on the right-hand side of the hiding theorem link, a
conservative definition link occurs, and furthermore σ ′ ◦ θ = θ ′ ◦ σ .
Cons-Shift. The previous rule that allows for replacing hiding theorem links requires con-
servative definition links. In order to be able to derive new conservative definition links
from existing ones, we introduce a rule which allows their derivation. For this rule (cf.
Fig. 4) we must require that
is a pushout, and moreover, that N ′ is isolated.
In addition to the above rules, one would use logic-specific rules for syntactically de-
termining conservative extensions (e.g. extensions by definitions).
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Proposition 14. The rules for hiding and conservative extension are sound, i.e. for any
theorem link or conservativity annotation L, ifS  L, thenS |= L.
Proof. By induction over the proof ofS  L. That is, for a rule with premises L1, . . . , Ln
and conclusion L, we need to show thatS |= L1 and . . . andS |= Ln impliesS |= L.
Theorem-Hide-Shift: Assume thatS |= Mμ〈N〉◦σ C. Let n be an N-model. We have to show
n|σ to be an M-model in order to establish the holding of M σ N . We inductively
define a family (mi)i∈|I | of models mi ∈ Mod(G(i)) by putting
• m〈N〉 := n,
• m〈K l−→ M l1−→ · · · ln−→ N〉 := m|σ , where l = K σ M and m = m〈M l1−→ · · · ln−→ N〉, and
• m〈K l−→ M l1−→ · · · ln−→ N〉 is a σ -expansion of m to a K-model, where l = K σh M and
m = m〈M l1−→ · · · ln−→ N〉.
It is easy to show that this family is consistent with D. By weak amalgamation, there
is a C = Colim D-model c with c|μi = mi . The latter implies that c is a C-model.
By the assumption, c|μ〈N〉◦σ = m〈N〉|σ = n|σ is an M-model.
Hide-Theorem-Shift: Assume that S |= M ′ σ ′ N ′ and N θ ′c N ′ is conservative. We
have to show thatS |= M ′ σ
θ h
N . Let n be an N-model. Since N θ ′c N ′ is conser-
vative, n can be expanded to an N ′-model n′ with n′|θ ′ = n. By the assumption, n′|σ ′
is an M ′-model. Thus, n′|σ ′◦θ = n′|θ ′◦σ = n|σ has a θ-expansion to an M ′-model.
Cons-Shift: Assume that M θc M ′ is conservative. We have to prove that N θ
′
c N
′
is conservative as well. Let n be an N-model. Since M θ M ′ is conservative,
n|σ has a θ-expansion m′ being an M ′-model. By weak amalgamation, there is
some N
′
-model n′ with n′|σ ′ = m′ and n′|θ ′ = n. Since N ′ is isolated, n′ is an
N ′-model. 
5.2. Rules for decomposition
The rules for decomposition are taken mostly from [3]. The rule Glob-Decomposition
has to be changed. It now decomposes a global theorem link from N to M into local
theorem links into M from those nodes from which N is reachable and into hiding theorem
links into M from those nodes which are the source of a hiding link going into some node
from which N is reachable.
Glob-Decomposition:⋃
K
σ ′
N {K σ◦σ
′
M} ∪⋃L θ
h
K and K σ
′
N {Lσ◦σ
′
θ h
M}
N
σ
M
Subsumption:
N σ M
N
σ
M
Loc-Decomposition I:
K
σ
L
K
σ ′′
M
if L σ ′ M and σ ′′(K) = σ ′(σ (K))
Loc-Decomposition II:
N
σ
M
if N σ ′ M and σ(N) = σ ′(N)
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Local Inference:
N ⇒ σ(M)
M
σ
N
Basic Inference:
ThS(N) N ϕ for each ϕ ∈ 
N ⇒ 
Given a development graph containing some theorem links that have to be proved,
the intention is that the above rules will be applied in a backwards manner as long as
possible. The rules for hiding allow to shift the (global) theorem links to nodes without
hiding involved, while the rules for decomposition allow to decompose the global theorem
links into local ones. Then, with Local Inference, local theorem links can be reduced to
local implications, which in turn can be proved with Basic Inference using the entailment
relation of the base logicLOG.
Proposition 15. The above rules for decomposition are sound.
Proof
Glob-Decomposition: Assume that
(1) S |= K σ◦τ M for each K τ N ,
(2) S |= L σ◦τ
θ h
M for each L θ
h
K and K τ N .
In order to show S |= N σ M , let m be an M-model. Let len(p) be the length of
a path p witnessing K τ N . Let maxp the maximal such length in S. We show that
for any K τ N , m|σ◦τ is a K-model. We proceed by induction over maxp − len(p)
for p witnessing K τ N . We have to show clauses 1 to 4 of Definition 8:
(1) By the first assumption, m|σ◦τ |= K .
(2) By the induction hypothesis, m|σ◦τ satisfies any global definition link going into
K .
(3) By the first assumption, m|σ◦τ satisfies any local definition link going into K .
(4) By the second assumption, m|σ◦τ satisfies any hiding definition link going into
K .
This completes the induction. Since N id N , m|σ is an N-model.
Subsumption: Obvious.
Loc-Decomposition I: AssumeS |= K σ L and L θ M and τ(K) = θ(σ (K)). In
order to show S |= K τ M , let m be an M-model. By Proposition 9, m|θ is an
L-model, and by the assumption, m|θ◦σ |= K . By the satisfaction condition for
institutions, m |= θ ◦ σ(K) = τ(K). Again by the satisfaction condition, m|τ |=
K .
Loc-Decomposition II: Assume that M θ N and σ(M) = θ(M). Let n be an N-
model. By Proposition 9, n|θ |= M . By the satisfaction condition for institutions,
n |= θ(M) = σ(M). Again by the satisfaction condition, n|σ |= M .
Local Inference: Assume that n |= σ(M) for each N-model n. In order to show S |=
M
σ
N , let n be an N-model. By assumption, n |= σ(M). By the satisfaction
condition for institutions, n|σ |= M .
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Fig. 5. Reduction of theorem links in the running example.
Basic Inference: Assume that ThS(N) N ϕ for each ϕ ∈ . By soundness of N ,
we get ThS(N) |=N . In order to show S |= N ⇒ , let n be an N-model. By
Proposition 10, n |= ThS(N). Since ThS(N) |=N , also n |= . 
6. Example
We now demonstrate the (backward manner) use of the rules with the example devel-
opment graph from Section 4. The goal is to reduce the theorem link between SORTING
and INSERTSORT to theorem links between flattenable nodes. The derivation is shown in
Fig. 5. In the first step (a) the Theorem-Hide-Shift rule is applied, which introduces the new
node N and the new global definition links. In the second step (b), we infer conservative
relationships by applying the rule Cons-Shift. This introduces the new node N ′ and the
respective global definition links. Now the theorem link can be reduced to a hiding the-
orem link from SORTERPROPS to N by Glob-Decomposition (step (c)). Now, this hiding
theorem link can be reduced to the theorem link between SORTERPROPS and N ′ using the
rule Hide-Theorem-Shift (step (d)). Finally, using Glob-Decomposition again, we get three
local theorem links, two of which can be immediately discarded with Subsumption (step
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(e)). The remaining local theorem link can then be proved by reasoning in the logic (via
Local Inference and Basic Inference).
7. Results about completeness
The soundness of our rules is established by Propositions 14 and 15. Another question
is the completeness of our rules. We have the following counterexample:
Proposition 16. Let FOL be the usual first-order logic with a recursively axiomatized
complete entailment system. Solving the question whether a global theorem link holds
in a development graph with hiding over FOL is not recursively enumerable. Thus, any
recursively axiomatized calculus for development graphs with hiding is incomplete.
Proof. This can be seen as follows. Let  be the FOL-signature with a sort nat and
operations for zero and successor, addition and multiplication and take the usual second-
order Peano axioms characterizing the natural numbers uniquely up to isomorphism, plus
the defining axioms for addition and multiplication.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that these axioms are combined into a single
axiom of the form
∀P : pred(nat) . ϕ
where ϕ is a first-order formula. Let ψ be any sentence over . Let θ : −→′ add a
predicate P : pred(nat) to . Consider the development graph
where  and PEANO are nodes with signature  and no local axioms, whereas PEANODEF
is a node with signature ′ and local axiom ϕ ⇒ ψ .
Now we have that PEANO id  holds iff each -model has a PEANODEF-expansion.
It is easy to see that this holds iff the second-order formula ∃P : pred(nat) . ϕ ⇒ ψ is
valid. By the quantifier rules for prenex normal form, this is equivalent to ∀P : pred(nat) .
ϕ |= ψ , i.e. equivalent to the fact that ψ holds in the second-order axiomatization of
Peano arithmetic. By Gödels incompleteness theorem, this question is not recursively
enumerable. 
In spite of this negative result, there is still the question of a relative completeness w.r.t. a
given oracle deciding conservative extensions. Such a completeness result has been proved
by Borzyszkowski [6] in a similar setting. We are going to prove an analogous result here.
We first need a preparatory lemma:
Lemma 17. If C and N are as in the rule Theorem-Hide-Shift, thenS |= Nμ〈N〉 C.
Proof. We use the notation introduced in connection with the construction of C in the
rule Theorem-Hide-Shift. For i ∈ |I |, let len(i) be the length of the path i, and let p be
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the maximum of all len(i), i ∈ |I |. We prove by induction over p − len(i) that for all C-
models c and all paths i ∈ |I | containing no local definition link, c|μi is a G(i)-model.
Since G(〈N〉) = N , the result then follows. Let i = 〈M l1−→ · · · ln−→ N〉 ∈ |I | be a path
containing no local definition link. By induction hypothesis, for each ingoing non-local
link K l M , c|μj is a K-model for j = 〈K l−→ M l1−→ · · · ln−→ N〉. Now
• if l = K σ M , c|μi◦σ = c|μj , and since K = G(j) μj C ∈ S, c|μj |= K ;
• if l = K σ M , c|μi◦σ = c|μj , and c|μi σ -reduces to a K-model;
• if l = K σ
h
M , c|μj ◦σ = c|μi , and c|μi σ -expands to a K-model.
Hence in all cases, the link l is satisfied by c|μi . Since M = G(i) μi C, c|μi also
satisfies the local axioms in M . Hence, c|μi is a model of M = G(i). 
Theorem 18. Assume that the underlying logic LOG is complete. Then the rule system
for development graphs with hiding is complete relative to an oracle for conservative
extensions.
Proof. AssumeS |= M σ N . We show that there is some faithful extensionS1 ofS
(i.e. new nodes and new definition links are added, but the latter go only into new nodes)
such thatS1  M σ N .
Let D: I −→Sign and C be as in the rule Theorem-Hide-Shift, and let c be a C-model
satisfying T hS(C). By the construction of C, C is flattenable. By Proposition 10, c is a
C-model. By Lemma 17, c|μ〈N〉 is an N-model, and by the assumption S |= M σ N ,
c|μ〈N〉◦σ is an M-model. We now have:
(1) for any K θ M , c|μ〈N〉◦σ◦θ |= K by Proposition 9. By the satisfaction condition
for institutions, we get c |= μ〈N〉(σ (θ(K))). Since c has been an arbitrary T hS(C)-
model, T hS(C) |= μ〈N〉(σ (θ(K))). By completeness of the underlying logic, we
get T hS(C)  μ〈N〉(σ (θ(K))). By Basic Inference, S  C ⇒ μ〈N〉(σ (θ(K))).
By Local Inference,S  Kμ〈N〉 ◦ σ ◦ θ C.
(2) for any K θ M and L τ
h
K , take a pushout
and obtain a new development graphS′ fromS by introducing a new node L′ with
signature ′ and two ingoing definition links L μ
′
L′ and C τ ′ L′. The latter link
is conservative: for any C-model c1, with an argument as above, c1|μ〈N〉◦σ◦θ is a K-
model, and hence has a τ -expansion to an L-model c2, and by weak amalgamation,
there is some ′-model c3 with c3|τ ′ = c1 and c3|μ′ = c2, which is hence an L′-
model. By the oracle for conservativity, we get C τ ′c L′. Now S′  L
μ′
L′ by
Subsumption. By Hide-Theorem-Shift, we getS′  Lμ〈N〉◦σ ◦θ
τ h
C.
Let S1 be the union of all the S′ constructed in step 2 above (assuming that all the
added nodes are distinct). By Glob-Decomposition, we getS1  Mμ〈N〉 ◦ σ C. By Theorem-
Hide-Shift, we getS1  M σ N . 
Corollary 19. If LOG is complete, the decomposition rules are complete for proving
theorem links between flattenable nodes.
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Proof. By inspecting the proof of Theorem 18, one can see that for theorem links between
flattenable nodes, case 2 is never entered, and thus neither the rules Cons-Shift and Hide-
Theorem-Shift nor the oracle for conservativeness are needed. Moreover, one can replace
the node C in the proof of Theorem 18 with the node N , thus also avoiding the use of
Theorem-Hide-Shift. 
8. Translation from specification languages to development graphs
In this section, we show that several institution independent specification formalisms
that have been studied in the literature [21,19,20] can be translated to development graphs.
This underpins the intended role of development graphs as a kernel formalism for man-
agement of structured proofs and of change. Since we provide an institution independent
formalism, we do not treat institution dependent systems such a the module algebra of
[5] here (however, see [20] for the relation of module algebra to institution independent
structuring).
8.1. Structured specifications
We start our investigations by translating the kernel language for structured specifica-
tions to development graphs in an arbitrary institution proposed in [21] into our notion of
development graphs. The language defines, simultaneously with the notion of specification,
functions Sig and Mod yielding the signature and the model class of a specification.
presentations: For any signature  ∈ |Sign| and finite set  ⊆ Sen() of -sentences,
the presentation 〈,〉 is a specification with:
Sig(〈,〉) := 
Mod(〈,〉) := {M ∈ Mod() | M |= }
union: For any signature  ∈ |Sign|, given -specifications SP1 and SP2, their union
SP1 ∪ SP2 is a specification with:
Sig(SP1 ∪ SP2) := 
Mod(SP1 ∪ SP2) := Mod(SP1) ∩ Mod(SP2)
translation: For any signature morphism σ :  −→ ′ and -specification SP,
translate SP by σ is a specification with:
Sig(translate SP by σ) := ′
Mod(translate SP by σ) := {M ′ ∈ Mod(′) | M ′|σ ∈ Mod(SP)}
hiding: For any signature morphism σ :  −→ ′ and ′-specification SP′,
derive from SP′ by σ is a specification with:
Sig(derive from SP′ by σ) := 
Mod(derive from SP′ by σ) := {M ′|σ | M ′ ∈ Mod(SP′)}4
To define the translation of structured specification in [21] we use a judgement SP S
S,O, where SP is a structured specification, S is a development graph and O a node
corresponding to SP (note that S may contain further nodes corresponding to parts of
SP ). Simultaneously with the definition, by induction we show that
Mod(SP ) = ModS(O)
4 Additionally, [21] provide also further operations such as e.g. data (=freeness) constraints which are not
supported in our framework but could be added if needed, as in [18].
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8.1.1. Basic specifications
According to Definition 8 we can represent a basic specifications as a single node
consisting of  as local axioms:
〈,〉S 〈{N}, ∅〉, N
where N is the theory with local signature  and local axioms .
8.1.2. Union
In order to represent unions of specifications, we add a new node with empty set of
axioms and import the translations of the united specifications via global definition links
annotated with the identity morphism id .
SP1 S S1,O1
SP2 S S2,O2
SP1 ∪ SP2 S S1 ∪S2 unionmulti 〈{N}, {Oi id N |i = 1, 2}〉, N5
where N is a new node having empty axiom set. LetS denote the development graph ob-
tained in the conclusion. By induction hypothesis, Mod(SPi) = ModSi (Oi) = ModS(Oi).
By Definition 8, the models of N are all models n such that n|id = n is a model of Oi for
i = 1, 2. Hence, Mod(SP1 ∪ SP2) = ModS(N).
8.1.3. Translate
Translations are translated to global definition links:
SP S S′,O
translate SP by σ S S′ unionmulti 〈{N}, {O σ N}〉, N
where N is a new node having empty axiom set. LetS denote the development graph ob-
tained in the conclusion. By induction hypothesis, ModS(O) = Mod(SP ). Since N does
not contain any local axioms, the models of N are only restricted by the fact that they have
to be σ -reducts of the models of O according to Definition 8, and thus Mod(translate SP
by σ) = ModS(N) holds.
8.1.4. Derive
Deriving specifications corresponds to the use of a hiding link:
SP S S′,O
derive from SP by σ S S′ unionmulti 〈{N}, {O σh N}〉, N
where N is a new node having empty axiom set and LetS denote the development graph
obtained in the conclusion. By induction hypothesis, ModS(O) = Mod(SP ). Accord-
ing to Definition 8, the models of N are just the σ -reducts of the models of O. Hence,
Mod(derive from SP by σ) = ModS(N).
5 TherebyS unionmultiS′ denotes the development graph resulting from the disjoint union of the nodes and the links
of bothS andS′.
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8.2. CASL
We briefly recapitulate the basic notions about CASL specifications that are relevant
for the definition of the translation function into development graphs. The nucleus of
CASL specifications are basic specifications, which consist of a (local) signature and a
set of axioms. Therefore, basic specifications are simply translated into a new theory node
with exactly this local signature and axioms. CASL structured specifications are formed by
combining specifications in various ways, starting from basic specifications. For instance,
specifications may be united; a specification may be extended with further signature items
and/or sentences; parts of a signature may be hidden; the signature may be translated
to use different symbols (with corresponding translation of the sentences) by a signature
morphism; and models may be restricted to initial or free models. A CASL library of
specifications consists of a list of named specifications and named views, which may be
possibly generic, for later instantiation with possibly different specifications. The structur-
ing concepts and constructs and their semantics do not depend on a specific institution; in
particular, they can be used with institutions that are completely different from the CASL
institution.
For the translation of CASL specifications into development graphs we restrict ourselves
to a subset of the CASL language, namely CASL specifications without the structuring oper-
ation freeness (cf. [19]), without the semantic annotations %mono and %def, and without ar-
chitectural specifications. Supporting the annotations %mono and %def and freeness would
require further extensions of the development graph formalism, which are beyond the scope
of this article. We refer the interested reader to [18]. Architectural specifications are in a
sense orthogonal (and built on top of) the structured specifications that we consider here.
Roughly speaking, the translation of a CASL-specification to a development graph works
as follows:
• it maps basic (unstructured) parts of the specification, like the specification of simple
abstract datatypes, into a (local) signature and collection of (local) axioms of a new
theory node,
• it translates the structuring operations of CASL into the various notions of definition
link, and
• it reformulates proof obligations given in the specification either into theorem links
connecting corresponding theories or into conjectures considered as local implications
of a specific node in the development graph.
We now first informally explain how the transformation works, using a set of rewrite
rules shown in Fig. 6. To translate a CASL construct one starts with a pre-development
graph consisting of a node which contains the (not-yet translated) CASL construct. In the
figures, nodes which are not yet translated are represented as shaded boxes, translated
nodes as circles.
A pre-development graph for a specification occurring in the pre-development graphs
is translated by successive applications of rewrite rules (Fig. 6) to boxes. These boxes are
decomposed until one eventually arrives at a graph in which there are no boxes left, i.e. a
development graph representation. During this process, boxes may be created which have
in-going or out-going links. The thick arrows indicate how these links are inherited when
such a box is rewritten.
In the following we present the formal definition of the translation of CASL-specifica-
tions into development graphs. Proving the adequacy of the translation would require to
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to be translated CASL specification
theory representation with name SN
.. rewrites to ...
SP hide SP
h
SLSL
Notations: flow of the local environment 
global definitorial link
global theorem link 
hiding link 
h
φ1 φn...
φ1 φn...
c
SP1 SP1 SPn
.
.
.
SP
n
{ ... }
...
SP1 SPn
.
.
.
SP
n
SM
n
SM1
.
.
.
VN[...]...[...]
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SP’1 SP’m VN
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n
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.
SN[...]...[...]
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SP1 SPnSN[ ] ...[ fit ]fit SM1 SMn
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SP’’1
SP’’
n
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SP with SM
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SN
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SP SN
SP’’1
SP’’
n
Fig. 6. Translating CASL specifications into development graphs with hiding.
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define the CASL semantics, which is out of scope for this paper. For the adequacy proof
with refer the interested reader also to [18].
8.2.1. Translation of CASL into development graphs
The major difficulty of this translation is the encoding of the so-called linear visibility
constraint, which is implicitly given by the CASL-semantics: the semantics of a specific-
ation part depends on its local environment which consists of previously parsed specifica-
tion parts. Furthermore, also the global environment providing information about already
translated named specifications and views (and their representations as nodes in a develop-
ment graph), is needed. We make use of this information to translate references to named
specifications and instantiations of generic specifications (and views).
For the definition of the translation of a CASL-specifications we introduce the following
three judgement types:
(1) S,P, lib-item-listLS′,P′ expressing that given a development graph S and a
global environment P, the translation of the CASLlist lib-item-list of named spe-
cifications and named views in a CASL library results in the development graph S′
and global environment P′.
(2) S,P, lib-itemP S′,P′ for the translation of single named specifications and
named views in a CASL library. Aside from the new development graphS′, it yields
the updated global environment P′.
(3) S,P, specS I′,S′,O ′ for the translation of structured specifications. It yields
I′,S′,O ′ with S′ being the development graph updated with the translated spec.
The linear visibility constraints for structured CASL specifications defines how spe-
cification parts are visible when parsing the next specification. Translating this
requirement in terms of development graphs, the development graphs of previous
specifications have to be imported to the graph of the specification part under con-
sideration. Therefore the translation of the structured specification also returns a set
I′ of nodes denoting the interface for the incoming local environment and a node O ′
which represents the outgoing local environment.
Formally, we define the translation top-level CASL libraries of named specifications and
views as follows:
S,P, 〈〉LS,P
S,P, lib-itemP S′,P′ S′,P′, restlistLS′′,P′′
S,P, 〈lib-item, restlist〉LS′′,P′′
In the next two paragraphs we define the translation of named specifications and named
views. For presentational reasons the translation of fitting views is given after the structured
specifications.
8.2.2. Named specifications
A definition of a (possibly generic) named specification in CASL is of the form
spec SN[SP1] . . . [SPn] given SP ′1, . . . , SP ′m = SP end
where SN is the name of the specification, SP1, . . . , SPn are the parameter specifications,
SP ′1, . . . , SP ′m are so-called import specifications that are visible inside the parameter spe-
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cifications, and SP is the body of the named specification. In order to satisfy the visibility
rules from CASL the translation is done according to the following steps
(1) The translation of the union of the import specifications SP ′1, . . . , SP ′m is obtained
by:
S,P, SP ′1 and . . . and SP ′m S I0,S0,O0
(2) The translation of the parameter specifications SPi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is obtained by:
Si−1,P, SPi S Ii ,Si , Oi
and new definition links annotated with the identity morphism id are inserted to
include the outgoing theory node O0 into all elements of all Ii with 1 ≤ i ≤ n:
Sn+1 :=Sn unionmulti 〈∅, {O0 id N | N ∈ Ii ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n}〉
(3) Next, the body SP of the named specification is translated by:
Sn+1,P, SP S In+2,Sn+2,On+2
and new definition links are added to include the parameters’ outgoing nodes O1, . . . ,
On into each element N of In+2.
〈Iname,Sname,Oname〉 :=
〈I0,Sn+2 unionmulti 〈∅, {Oi id N | N ∈ In+2 ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n}〉,On+2〉
As global environment we store that the CASL-specification of name SN has the top-
level output node Oname, and add the information about the translation of the parameter
specifications (〈Ii , Oi〉) with 1 ≤ i ≤ n as well as the outgoing node O0 of the given part.
This is used for the translation of instantiations of SN .
The final result of the translation of the named specification definition is then
1. S,P, SP ′1 and . . . and SP ′m S I0,S0,O0
2. S0,P, SP1 S I1,S1,O1
...
...
n+1. Sn−1,P, SPn S In,Sn,On
n+2. Sn unionmulti 〈∅, {O0 id N | N ∈ Ii ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n}〉,P, SPSIn+2,Sn+2,On+2
S,P, spec SN[SP1] . . . [SPn] given SP ′1, . . . , SP ′m = SP endS Sn+2 unionmulti 〈∅, {Oi id N | N ∈ In+2 ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n}〉,
P ∪ [SN,On+2, (〈I1,O1〉, . . . , 〈In,On〉),O0]
8.2.3. Views
A named view in CASL is of the general form
view VN [SP1] . . . [SPn] given SP1, . . . , SPm : SP to SP ′
= SM end.
(1)
[SP1] . . . [SPn] given SP1, . . . , SPm : SP represents a parameter information similar as
in the definition of named specifications. The view constitutes the proof obligation that the
models of SP ′ can be mapped to models of SP using the signature morphism induced by
the symbol map SM , which we denote by μ(SM).
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To translate a named view we translate a dummy named specification
spec SN [SP1] . . . [SPn] given SP1, . . . , SPm = SP
which results as described in the previous paragraph in
S,P, spec SN [SP1] . . . [SPn] given SP1, . . . , SPm = SPPSname,P ∪ [SN,Oname, (〈I1,O1〉, . . . , 〈In,On〉),O0].
Next we translate the structured specification SP ′ by
Sname,P, SP
′ S I′,S′,O ′
and add a global theorem link from Oname to O ′ with the morphism μ(SM) induced by
SM . The final result of the translation of (1) consists of this new development graph and
the parameter information for the named view. Let = 〈N′, 	 ′D unionmulti 	 ′T 〉 then
1. S,P, spec SN [SP1] . . . [SPn] given SP1, . . . , SPm = SPPSname,P ∪ [SN,Oname, (〈I1,O1〉, . . . , 〈In,On〉),O0]
2. Sname,P, SP ′ S I′,S′,O ′
S,P, view VN [SP1] . . . [SPn] given SP1, . . . , SPm : SP to SP ′
= SM endPS′ unionmulti 〈∅, {Onameμ(SM) O ′}〉,
P ∪ {[VN, (Oname,O ′), (〈I1,O1〉, . . . , 〈〈In,On〉),O0]}
8.2.4. Structured specifications
We now define the translation of basic specifications and the structuring operations in
CASL.
8.2.4.1. Basic specifications. A basic specification is a pair (, ) composed of a signature
 and a collection of axioms . We create a new node N with local signature N :=  and
local axioms N :=  and add it to the development graph. The node N is both the node
where the current local environment shall be included into N as well as the outgoing node,
i.e. the node that contains the local environment “after” parsing the basic specification.
S,P, (, )S {N},S unionmulti 〈{N}, ∅〉, N
8.2.4.2. Translations. A translation is of the form SP with SM , where SP is a structured
specification and SM a symbol map. Let
S,P, SP S I′,S′,O ′
be the translation of SP and let N be a new node inS′ with signature as determined by the
target of μ(SM) and no local axioms. We add this new node to the new development graph
and include SP ’s outgoing node O ′ into N via a global definition link with morphism
μ(SM).
S,P, SP S I′,S′,O ′
S,P, SP with SM S I′,S′ unionmulti 〈{N}, {O ′μ(SM) N}〉, N
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8.2.4.3. Extensions. There are three kinds of extensions in CASL, namely SP then SP ′,
SP then %implies SP ′, and SP then %cons SP ′. The first is a regular extension of SP
by SP ′, while the second requires is an implied extension, i.e. the added axioms are only
implied and the third denotes a conservative extension.
• Regular Extensions are translated as follows:
S,P, SP S I′,S′,O ′ S′,P, SP ′ S I′′,S′′,O ′′
S,P, SP then SP ′ S I′,S′′ unionmulti 〈∅, {O ′ id I ′′ | I ′′ ∈ I′′}〉,O ′′
• Conservative Extensions are translated analogously to regular extensions, except that a
conservative definition link is added instead of a normal definition link:
S,P, SP S I′,S′,O ′ S′,P, SP ′ S I′′,S′′,O ′′
S,P, SP then SP ′ S I′,S′′ unionmulti 〈∅, {O ′ idc I ′′ | I ′′ ∈ I′′}〉,O ′′
• Implied Extensions: The CASL-semantics requires from an implied extension SP then
%implies SP ′ that SP ′ is a basic specification with the same signature as that of SP ,
and the local axioms of SP ′ must be implied properties with respect to SP . Therefore
we translate an implied extension like a regular extension and add a local implication
between the top-level node for SP ′ to the one obtained for SP :
S,P, SP S I′,S′,O ′ S′,P, SP ′ S I′′,S′′,O ′′
S,P, SP then SP ′SI′,S′′ unionmulti 〈∅, {O ′ idc I ′′ | I ′′ ∈ I′′} ∪ {O ′ ⇒ T hS′′(O ′′)}〉,O ′′
8.2.4.4. Union. A union of specifications in CASL is of the form SP and SP ′. In order
to adequately represent the union of the specifications, we add a new node without local
axioms and include both SP ’s and SP ′’s outgoing theory nodes via global definition links.
Thus:
1. S,P, SP S I,S′,O
2. S′,P, SP ′ S I′,S′′,O ′
S,P, SP and SP ′ S I ∪I′,S′′ unionmulti 〈{N}, {O id N,O ′ id N}〉, N
where N is a new node without local axioms.
The theory nodes to include the local environment into are the union of both I and I′,
while the local environment “after” the union is the global signature of the new, outgoing
node N .
8.2.4.5. Closed specifications. They are of the form closed{SP }. The semantics is that the
local environment is not visible inside SP , but shall still be visible “after” closed{SP }
together with the environment generated from SP . Thus, the translation of the closed
specification consists in creating a new empty node N , include the environment from SP
into N via a global definition link, and returning N as both the incoming and outgoing
theory node for the local environment. Thus:
S,P, SP S I,S′,O
S,P, closed{SP }S N,S′ unionmulti 〈{N}, {O id N}〉, N
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8.2.4.6. Instantiation. An instantiation in CASL is of the general form
SN [SP1 fit SM1] . . . [SPn fit SMn].
Its semantics is that the formal parameter of the formerly declared named specification
SN are instantiated with the SPi and the “given”-specifications of SN are imported into
the actual parameters SPi . This is only well-formed if the actual parameters fit the formal
parameters theories modulo the morphisms induced by the SMi . A parameter information
for SN is
[SN,O, (〈I′1,O ′1〉, . . . , 〈I′n,O ′n〉),OI ],
where O is the node representing the outgoing local environment for SN , 〈I′i , O ′i〉 the
information about incoming and outgoing local environments of the parameter theories,
and OI the top-level theory node that is inluded into the parameters. Given this parameter
information for the named specification SN , let S0 be the development graph before
translating the instantiation. Then the translations of the SPi , 1  i  n, are given by
Si−1,P, SPi S Ii ,Si , Oi
To construct an adequate development graph for the instantiation
(1) we include the import (“given”) local environment by including the theory OI into
each theory in Ii , for all 1  i  n:
Sn unionmulti
〈
∅
{
OI
id I | I ∈
n⋃
i=1
Ii
}〉
(2) We further encode the well-formedness condition required by fit by introducing
global theorem links from each O ′i to Oi with morphisms μ(SMi):
Sn unionmulti
〈
∅
{
OI
id I | I ∈
n⋃
i=1
Ii
}
∪
{
O ′i
μ(SMi)
Oi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n
}〉
(3) Finally, we create the node NI to encode the instantiated theory: This node includes
the SN’s local environment via the top-level node O, as well as local environments
of the actual parameter theories via the the top-level nodes Oi .
Sn unionmulti 〈{NI }, {OI id I | I ∈ ⋃ni=1Ii}
∪{Oμ(SM) NI ,O1 id NI , . . . , On id NI }
∪{O ′i
μ(SMi)
Oi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
〉
where SM := ⋃ni=1 SMi .
From there we define the final translation rule for instantiations by
1. S0,P, SP1 S I1,S1,O1
...
n. Sn−1,P, SPn S In,Sn,On
S0,P ∪ {[SN,O, (〈I′1,O ′1〉, . . . , 〈I′n,O ′n〉),OI ]},
SN [SP1 fit SM1] . . . [SPn fit SMn]S{NI },Sn unionmulti 〈{NI }, {OI id I | I ∈ ⋃ni=1Ii}∪{Oμ(SM) NI ,O1 id NI , . . . , On id NI }
∪{O ′i
μ(SMi)
Oi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
〉, NI
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8.2.4.7. Hiding. Hiding specifications in CASL are of the form SP hide SL, where SP is
a specification and SL a list of symbols. The translation of these specifications is by first
translating SP and then add a new node without local axioms N , which imports the top-
level theory for SP by a hiding definition link. The morphism on that link is the inclusion
ι induced by the symbol list SL.
S,P, SP S I′,S′,P,O ′
S,P, SP hide SLS I′,S′ unionmulti 〈{N}, {O ′ ιh N}〉, N
This completes the definition of the translation of structured specification. It remains to
define the translation of fitting views, which we postponed until here.
8.2.5. Fitting views
A fitting view is of the form VN [SP1 fit SM1] . . . [SPn fit SMn], where VN is the
name of a view. The translation of this fitting view is analogously to the translation of an
instantiation of a named specification, except that an additional global theorem link from
the instantiated theory NI to the top-level theory node O ′ obtained for the target SP of the
view VN is inserted. Note that the CASL language definition requires the morphism on the
theorem link from NI to O ′ to be the identity.
1. S0,P, SP1 S I1,S1,O1
...
n. Sn−1,P, SPn S In,Sn,On
S0,P ∪ {[VN, (Oname,O ′), (〈I1,O1〉, . . . , 〈〈In,On〉),O0]},
VN [SP1] . . . [SPn]PSn unionmulti 〈{NI }, {OI id I | I ∈ ⋃ni=1Ii}
∪{Onameμ(SM) NI ,O1 id NI , . . . , On id NI }
∪{O ′i
μ(SMi)
Oi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {NI id O ′},
〉
P ∪ {[VN, (Oname,O ′), (〈I1,O1〉, . . . , 〈〈In,On〉),O0]}
8.3. Hidden information modules
Goguen and Rosu [20] define a system of hidden information modules, which follows
the OBJ tradition of giving a theory-level semantics to modules, but adds the possibility to
use hidden symbols.
Their module system is defined over an arbitrary inclusive institution. We refrain here
from repeating the details of the definition of an inclusive institution; it suffices to know that
they come with a notion of inclusion signature morphism (usually denoted by 1 ↪→ 2),
and notions of intersection and of union of signatures (denoted by 1 ∩ 2 and 1 ∪ 2).
Sentence translations along inclusions are inclusions (and hence often omitted). Moreover,
the signature category is assumed to have pushouts, which are translated to pullbacks of
model categories (i.e. the amalgamation property holds). There are selected pushouts of
signature morphisms along inclusions, written
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and the union of signatures is a pushout w.r.t. their intersection
A (basic) module is a triple (,,A), where  ↪→  is a signature inclusion and A is a
set of -sentences.  is called the visible signature,  the working signature. The visible
theorems of a module are given by
V th(M) = ι−1(A•)
where ι :  ↪→  is the inclusion, while the working theorems are given by
T h(M) = A•
Here, given a set of sentences A, we denote by A• its set of consequences
{ϕ|A |= ϕ}.
A module M is called conservative if the theory inclusion (, V th(M)) ↪→ (, T h(M)) is
conservative, i.e. each (, V th(M))-model has some expansion to a (, T h(M))-model.
While Goguen and Rosu define a module semantics in terms of the visible theorems,
for development graph compatibility reasons we here prefer a different semantics, namely
Mod(M) = Mod(,,A) = Mod( ↪→ )(Mod(,A)),
i.e. all reducts of (,A)-models. It is easy to see that
Proposition 20. For conservative modules M, the above semantics agrees with the ori-
ginal one of [20]:
Mod(M) = Mod(V th(M))
Proof. M ∈ Mod(V th(M)), iff (by conservativity) M can be expanded to M ′ ∈ Mod(T h
(M)) iff M ∈ Mod( ↪→ )(Mod(,A)) = Mod(M). 
In [20], criteria for conservativity of modules are studied.
We now come to the module language. While [20] give a semantics to the language by
directly passing over to the visible theorems, we here prefer to construct a basic module
first, and then take our above semantics of this module (which, as said, for conservative
modules, coincides with the visible theorem semantics).
Aggregation. Given modules M1 and M2 with [[M1]] = (1, 1, A1) and [[M2]] = (2, 2,
A2), their aggregation is written as M1 + M2 and denotes the module
[[M1 + M2]] = (1 ∪ 2, 1 ∪ 2, A1 ∪ A2).
Call an aggregation private, if 1 ∩ 2 = 1 ∩ 2.
Renaming. Given a module M with [[M]] = (,,A) and a signature morphism h: −→
′, the renaming of M by h is written Mh and denotes the module (recall the above
pushout notation)
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[[Mh]] = (′, h, h(A)).
Enrichment. Given a module M with [[M]] = (,,A) and a basic module (′, ′, A′)
with  ↪→ ′ and  ↪→ ′, the enrichment of M by (′, ′, A′) is written M@(′,
′, A′) and denotes the module
[[M@(′, ′, A′)]] = (′, ′, A ∪ A′)
Enrichment is a special case for aggregation; however, aggregations often are required
to be private (e.g. in the results below and in those of [20]), while enrichments are not.
Hiding. Given a module M with [[M]] = (,,A) and a subsignature 	 of , then the
hiding restriction of M to 	 is written 	M and denotes the module
[[	M]] = (	,,A).
We now come to the translation of hidden information modules to development graphs.
In the rules, inclusion signature morphisms are denoted by ι.
8.3.1. Basic modules
(,,A)S 〈{N1 = (,A);N2 = (, ∅)}, {N1 ιh N2}〉, N2
8.3.2. Aggregation
M1 S S1, N1
M2 S S2, N2
M1 + M2 S S1 unionmultiS2 unionmulti ({N = (N1 ∪ N2 , ∅)}, {N1 ι1 N,N2 ι1 N}), N
8.3.3. Renaming
M S S, N1
Mσ : −→′ S S unionmulti ({N2 = (′, ∅)}, {N1 σ N2}), N2
8.3.4. Enrichment
M S S, N1
M@(′, ′, A′)S S unionmulti ({N2 = (′, A′);N3 = (′, ∅)}, {N1 ι N2;N2 ιh N3}), N3
8.3.5. Hiding
M S S, N1
	M S S unionmulti ({N2 = (	, ∅)}, {N1 ιh N2}), N2
We now prove the adequacy of the translation.
Theorem 21. Given a module M containing only private aggregations, if
M S S, N,
then
Mod([[M]]) = ModS(N).
Note that by Proposition 20, this in turn equal to Mod(V th([[M]])) in case that M is
conservative.
Proof. By induction over the structure of M .
Basic modules
Mod([[(,,A)]]) = Mod(,,A) = Mod( ↪→ )(Mod(,A)) = ModS(N).
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Aggregation. Let [[Mi]] = (i,i, Ai) and Mi S S, Ni (i = 1, 2). Then
Mod([[M1 + M1]]) =
Mod(1 ∪ 2, 1 ∪ 2, A1 ∪ A2) =
Mod(ι)(Mod(1 ∪ 2, A1 ∪ A2)) = (∗)
Mod(ι−11 (Mod(θ1)(Mod(1, A1)) ∩ Mod(ι−12 (Mod(θ2)(Mod(2, A2)) =
Mod(ι−11 (Mod(1, 1, A1)) ∩ Mod(ι−12 (Mod(2, 2, A2)) =
Mod(ι−11 (Mod(M1)) ∩ Mod(ι−12 (Mod(M2)) = (induction hypothesis)
Mod(ι−11 (ModS(N1)) ∩ Mod(ι−12 (ModS(N2)) =
ModS(N)
Eq. (∗) follows from the aggregation being private as follows. By privacy (i.e. 1 ∩
2 = 1 ∩ 2), the outer diagram is a pushout.
To prove the upwards inclusion of (∗), assume that
M ∈ Mod(ι−11 (Mod(θ1)(Mod(1, A1))∩
Mod(ι−12 (Mod(θ2)(Mod(2, A2))),
i.e. there are Mi ∈ Mod(i, Ai) with Mi |θi = M|ιi for i = 1, 2. Thus, M1|θ1◦κ1 =
M2|θ2◦κ2 . By the amalgamation property, there is an M ′ ∈ Mod(1 ∪ 2) with M ′|τi= Mi for i = 1, 2. Since M ′|τi = Mi |= Ai for i = 1, 2, by the satisfaction condition,
M ′ |= A1 ∪ A2. Hence, M ′|ι ∈ Mod(ι)(Mod(1 ∪ 2, A1 ∪ A2)). Since the right
rhombus is a pushout, by uniqueness of amalgamation, M ′|ι = M . The downwards
inclusion of (∗) is easy.
Renaming. Let [[M]] = (,,A), [[Mh]] = (′, h, h(A)), and M S S, N1. Then
Mod([[Mh]]) =
Mod(′, h, h(A)) =
Mod(′ ↪→ h)(Mod(h, h(A))) = (∗)
Mod(h)−1(Mod( ↪→ (Mod(,A)))) =
Mod(h)−1(Mod(,,A)) =
Mod(h)−1(Mod([[M]])) = (induction hypothesis)
Mod(h)−1(ModS(N1)) =
ModS(N)
Eq. (∗) follows by amalgamation.
Enrichment. Let [[M]] = (,,A), [[M@(′, ′, A′)]] = (′, ′, A∪A′), M S S, N1,
and N2 and N3 = N be constructed as in the rule for enrichment. Then
Mod([[M@(′, ′, A′)]]) =
Mod(′, ′, A ∪ A′) =
Mod(′ ↪→ ′)(Mod(′, A ∪ A′))
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Now since A consists of -sentences only, Mod(′ ↪→ ′)(Mod(′, A)) is just
Mod( ↪→ ′)−1(Mod( ↪→ )(Mod(,A))), which is in turn Mod( ↪→ ′)−1
(Mod(,,A)), hence is Mod( ↪→ ′)−1(Mod([[M]])) and, by induction hypo-
thesis, equals Mod( ↪→ ′)−1(ModS(N1)).
This implies that ModS(N2)) = Mod(′, A) ∩ Mod(′, A′). Hence ModS(N3)) =
Mod(′ ↪→ ′)(Mod(′, A ∪ A′)).
Hiding. Let [[M]] = (,,A), [[	M]] = (	,,A) and M S S, N1. Then
Mod([[	M]]) =
Mod(	,,A) =
Mod(	 ↪→ )(Mod(,A)) =
Mod(	 ↪→ )(Mod( ↪→ )(Mod(,A))) =
Mod(	 ↪→ )(Mod(,,A)) =
Mod(	 ↪→ )([[M]]) = (induction hypothesis)
Mod(	 ↪→ )(ModS(N1)) =
ModS(N) 
8.4. Maude’s module algebra
The module algebra of the Maude language [8] also can be translated to development
graphs. Duran and Meseguer [9] translate Maude modules to theories in the institution of
structured theories. Structured theories are basically diagrams of theories. Now a diagram
of theories is nearly a development graph: one just has to forget composition. Note that
development graphs without hiding suffice here.
9. Conclusion and related work
We have extended the notion of development graph [3] to deal also with hiding. We
have developed a semantics and a proof system for development graphs with hiding. The
proof system can easily shown to be sound.
We have shown that three logic independent module systems from the literature (namely
structured specifications [21], CASL specifications [19] and hidden information modules
[20]) can be mapped to development graphs. Concerning Maude’s module algebra, the
translation into diagrams of theories given in the literature about Maude [9] can be easily
adapted to development graphs as target formalism.
Concerning completeness of our rule system, with a counterexample, we show that
there can be no complete recursively axiomatized proof system for development graphs
with hiding. However, we have shown our proof rules to be complete relative to a given
oracle for detecting conservative extensions. We thus have achieved the same degree of
completeness as Borzyszkowski’s [6] rule system for structured specifications. In one sense
our system is more complete than Borzyszkowski’s: since our Theorem-Hide-Shift rule
simulates something like Borzyszkowski’s normal forms, we do not have to rely on the
Craig interpolation property. For example, it is possible to solve a counterexample showing
incompleteness in case of failure of interpolation in [6] with our rules. Borzyszkowski
refrains from doing normal form inference because with his way of computing normal
forms, the structure of the specification is lost. Note that this is not the case with our
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rules, since they just extend the structure of the development graph, while the axioms are
kept locally. One can even further optimize the rule Theorem-Hide-Shift by reducing the
constructed diagram to those nodes that are really necessary, which can be achieved by
taking the so-called final subcategory [1].
Compared with the rules in [6], we have fewer but more complex rules. Our rules involve
colimit computations that may be tedious for humans using the rules directly, but that
are no problem for computer assisted proofs. Indeed, by exploiting the graph structure,
development graphs with hiding can lead to much more efficient proofs than possible when
using the usual proof rules for structured specifications as in [6].
The calculus rules presented in this paper have been extended to heterogeneous deve-
lopment graphs [15,16] and implemented in the heterogeneous tool set [14,16]. Moreover,
we expect no difficulty when extending the management of change developed in [3] to the
case of development graphs with hiding in order to integrate the presented approach into
the development graph systems of INKA 5.0 [2], MAYA [4] and the heterogeneous tool
set. Then it will be possible to support the maintenance of changes in developments by
machine also when hidings are present.
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